David __ played Jareth the Goblin King in Labyrinth
Arnold Schwarzenegger and Jason Momoa have played this barbarian __
Dresden is a wizard for hire in Jim Butcher's The Dresden Files
Richard, Kahlan, and Zeddickus are characters in The __ of Truth series
He is probably the most famous wizard of all time __
Le Fay is a sorceress and half sister of Arthur Pendragon
Tamora __ has written about heroines Alanna, Bekka, Keladry and Daine
Elphaba is the __ Witch of the West
__ Ufgood, a Nelin, found Elora Danan and brought her to Tir Asleen
Frodo called him Strider, but he was born __ son of Arathorn
Jim Henson was the puppeteer for Jen in The Dark __
The Dragonlance __ books focus on twins Raistlin and Caramon Majere
Neil Gaiman is known for his comic book series The __
Mr. Wednesday, Low-Key, Mad Sweeney & Mr. Nancy appear in __ Gods
She wrote about Lestat and Louis in Interview with the Vampire
Stephen R. Donaldson wrote The Chronicles of Thomas __, the Unbeliever
Ged begins as a budding wizard in Ursula K. Le Guin's first __ novel
In Brandon Sanderson's series the __ can burn all Allomantic metals
He played Ned Stark on HBO's Game of Thrones
Shea Ohmsford goes on a quest in Terry Brooks' Sword of __
Garion seeks to fulfill a prophecy in The __ series by David Eddings
In Terry Pratchett's __ series Death is a recurring character
Elminster, Drizzt and Drow are popular characters in The __ Realms
Laurell K. Hamilton writes about this character
Connor MacLeod is an Immortal known as The __
Anna Paquin plays telepathic barmaid Sookie __ in HBO's True Blood
Tanis, Flint, and Tasselhoff are three of the heroes in the __ series
__'s first book in the Xanth series focuses on magicless Bink